LumaSlim Swipe Pack 1
affiliates@lexapure.com

Tips:

1. Make all BLUE TEXT a link to your HopLink.

2.	Send the same email to all unopens 24 hours after your previous email. Use the provided second subject line for this.


VSL Page HopLink:

https://hop.clickbank.net/?affiliate=XXXXX&vendor=lumaslim

 




















Email 1

Subject


First send: spinach + vinegar

Unopens: She lost 24lbs, now she looks like THIS… 

Pre-header: This simple combo actually flattens…

Body

Ever wonder why some women's stomachs look fat (like a pouch), but they aren't really overweight? Well the reason why is quite interesting. It has to do with eliminating the WORST kind of fat that pushes your belly out more than it should. 

More importantly, my friend and Harvard-trained researcher has proven that by simply eating the right foods you can eliminate this kind of fat.

=> Visceral Fat Pushes Your Stomach Out (eat these foods for a flat belly)

Eric





Email 2


Subject


First send: Visceral Fat Pushes Your Stomach Out - DISCOVERY

Unopens: Do this hack to drop 13lbs in 2 weeks (video tutorial)


Body


Is it REALLY possible to lose 12 lbs of body fat in 21 days? Actually, yes…BUT only when your body is in ‘Fat-Burning Mode’. Unfortunately, most people are LOCKED OUT of Fat-Burning Mode by this ONE mistake…

Are you making it? Find out here:

==>How to Lose fat fast by eating these foods (puts you in Fat-Burning Mode in minutes)



To A New You,

NAME

P.S. You’ll want to see these before ’n’ afters, they’re pretty stunning!
Email 3



Subject


First send: Eat THIS ‘siberian root’ to crush food cravings

Unopens: Ugly plant kills flab instantly?


Body


You have got to see this…

A breakthrough experiment from Udine, Italy has proven that by eating this siberian root you can release stored fat WITHOUT exercise!

And guess what? Many professionals are suggesting this INSTEAD of gastric bypass surgery for unlocking trapped fat!

==> Siberian Root Eliminates Cravings & Burns Away Fat

YOURNAME

PS. This odd-looking, fat-burning ‘siberian root’ looks like this. Have you seen it before?

